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Current Price of 

Newcastle Coal 

12000 btu/lb

$64

Price Necessary 
for U.S. Exports  

$85-$90
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Markets and Policy

 Carbon Tracker/IEEFA Coal Study (LINK)

 China – declining imports

 India – future mixed signals, rising year over year

 Japan – flat long term, recent increases

 Taiwan – increases

 South Korea – recent increases 

 The problem of oversupply – greenfield mining.
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http://www.carbontracker.org/report/carbon-supply-cost-curves-evaluating-financial-risk-to-coal-capital-expenditures/
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Smaller Global market, less demand, 
lower prices (foreseeable future)
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International Monetary Fund $75 per ton by 2018

World Bank      $81 per ton by 2018

Goldman Sachs $69 per ton by 2015
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http://www.carbontracker.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Coal-Demand-IEEFA1.pdf
http://www.carbontracker.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/Coal-Demand-IEEFA1.pdf


Low Prices 

Flat Worldwide demand (Oversupply)

Loss of China, unlikely to be made up by 
other demand centers. 

Changing Policy Choices

Some price recovery

 insufficient to support U.S. coal exports
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No Market Confidence
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Current Powder River Basin Stock Prices for 
8800Btu/lb coal: $11.55 per ton

Profit Margins for major producers shrinking 

Some industry estimates look to $16 per ton 
as right price for covering costs and 
incentivizing the region, now

SNL Forecast, some uptick but below $16 
through 2020
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Peabody:

$6 billion –
2018 and 

beyond

Arch:

2016-2021 

maturity 

dates 

$5+ billion

Alpha:

$3.9 billion 

matures 

2015- 2021

Debt trading at subpar levels, asset sales at distressed 
prices, weak revenues, little improvement
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Annual tons exported from U.S.
(in millions)

*2005-2013 actual, 2014 estimated



 Coos Bay, Morrow, and
St. Helens ports 
canceled.

 Public concerns and
weak markets 

 Large capacity ports 
remain in play

 Goldman Sach’s pulls 
out of Gateway 
Project

 Peabody seen as increasingly unrealistic – is there are market? 

 New investor, speculative interest

 Ambre finds additional investor on Millenium Bulk Terminal – high 
degree of speculation – RCF Capital, Arch continues to 
deteriorate.
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 Ports in U.S. not used to capacity, even at peak 2012 

numbers

 2014 export levels at 34% of port capacity

 Even in NW where Canadian coal ports also handle 

Canadian coal – capacity is available

 Cloud Peak recently completed deals to grow from 

4+ mtpa, to 7+mtpa by 2019 out of Canada
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 December 2010 – Briefs Investors on robust pricing 
for PRB (thermal) coal to China

 May 2012 – Announces company regearing to become 
global metallurgical coal player, less emphasis on 
domestic markets. Expects to raise exports 
considerably by 2015

 May 2013 – emphasizes South Korea, Vietnam and 
Thailand as destination markets for thermal coal

 November 2014 – weak international market, limited 
met and thermal sales, likely to continue; 
concentrating on domestic market; exports now long 
term consideration

 November 2014 – Peabody closes Singapore Office 20
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“We have the absolute 

destruction of the American 

coal industry. If you think it's 

coming back, you don't 
understand the business, or 

you're smoking dope.”

“You got to be the low-cost 

producer every day, in every 

region. Everything else is public 

relations garbage by public 

companies that are worried 

about stock prices.”

Murray further claimed 

that publicly traded 

companies like Peabody 

are being dishonest with 
their investors about the 

future of coal for public 
relations purposes

Bob Murray, 
Murray Energy’s CEO

at the Platts 37th Coal 

Marketing Days, 

September 2014. 
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Courtesy, Paul Anderson
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 State has relatively positive economic growth

 Faces challenges in exports, information and other 

leading industries

 Partnership with a shrinking industry with little

upside potential? 

 Partnership choices 

need to be careful
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